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SUBMISSION POINTS: General comments 

I own together with my wife a 300 Ha dairy farm milking 1050 cows and it also carries 60 bulls. We also own a 50 ha support block which supplies maize 
silage to the dairy farm and provides winter grazing and grass silage. We have a split calving herd on this farm. l will refer to this farm as the Delta Farm. 
Furthermore we own with our 4 children and one of their partners a 75 Ha dairy farm which milks 270 cows. There is a conventional spring calving herd on 

this farm. I will refer to this farm as the Kinlac farm. 

It would be fair to say that we are profitable farmers operating in the top quartile financially. Our farming system is best classified as a 'intensive' system 5. 
Intensive is a word often easily used and one I don't use myself very often. We pride ourselves on our effluent systems and our approach to farming. For 
this we have invested in effluent storage and application systems $650,000 on the Delta farm and$ 250,000 on the Kinlac farm. Our usage of solid traditional 
fertilizers have gone down by approximately 50-60 %. Basically, nutrients in manure are captured well, are plentiful because of the more intensive system 
and are spread extremely effectively in the growing season after being stored in the less favourable months when you take soil and plant growth into 
consideration. For that we have invested heavily in storage systems. The outcome of this all is that on the Delta farm we are leaching about 32 kg N per ha 
and on the Kinlac farm 26 kg N per HA. 

This Kin lac farm was purchased in 2013 and we made the capital expansion in the 2014-15 season. The N reference is taken in the year after we made the 
commitment to invest another $950,000 in new facilities over and above the $250.000 mentioned above. This is massive for a small farm. This capital was 
spent on a new cowshed, covered feedpad and concrete silage storage. We are really committed here. Our 4 children have all money invested in this farm 
and 2 of them have borrowed large amounts of money to invest in here. 

My concern is with the grant parenting of the 26 Kg N per ha. A 75 ha dairy farm would not be easy to sell at the moment. With our capital spent it would 
even be harder. But with a low figure of 26 kg N per ha it would be impossible to sell. Had we chosen to pile on the Nitrogen in the form of urea, it possibly 
would have had a N reference of 50 + per ha, it would be a different story. Than this farm would still sell on the market. Why are we being disadvantaged 
by being so environmentally sustainable in our farming systems? 

Our strategy is to take the farm from the 2014-15 season producing about 80.000 kg milksolids to a farm producing125.000 kg milksolids. In the 2017-18 
season. This season(16/17) we will produce about 115.000 kg Milksolids. This makes sense and this level is needed to get an acceptable return for the 
investments made. Now our N reference may well come out a little higher than 26 in the next few years. What will happen than? Are we than illegal and 
forced on the 5 year average rule to bring us back to 26? 

A solution for us would be: 

fffe Some breathing space is needed for the farms that have been leading the environmental issues. 
o Bigger and faster gains should be expected from farmers on the top end of the scale in terms of N leaching. 
~ Farms like Kinlac who have invested.in a clear farming change need new reference yearsosth~t truly reflect the status quo position for the 'new' "" 

situation. The 26 Kg N reference may or may not be a true reflection of what is taking place. It is a reference taken at the start of a system change 
to which we were financially committed. 



I want to make it clear that we are in this for the long term and are happy with our farming system at the moment We are proud of the low levels of leaching 
achieved and we believe we can stay low. But there simply is no breathing space and this is a real risk to the business. 

In the future, ! plan to step back from actively farming our businesses and this coming season will see our oldest daughter Fiona enter the business. While 
we are operating at the prime of our life, the new generation will only learn by making mistakes and learning of them and improving their skills that way. In 
the meantime this would most likely have an negative impact on financial performance but also on the environmental performance because the N leaching 
is heavily related to the production send out the gate. Once again no breathing space at all for us. 

I wish to be heard at the Hearing. 

I am concerned about the implications all of this will have for my property and for my current activity as described above. I set out my concerns more 
specifically in the table below. 



SUBMISSION POINTS: Specific comments 

or Decision sought Give Reasons 

Schedule B. Nitrogen 
reference point 

Policy 3.11.5.4 

Matters of control iii 

Oppose 

Oppose 

Oppose 

Say what changes to Plan Change 1 you 
would like 

Developing farms should not be 
restricted to a N reference of being the 
highest of the 2 years specified. I 
suggest the N reference is the highest of 
a 5 year period. 

The 2 year period is too short for any 
farm. This needs to be extended to 3 or 4 
years for a status quo farm. 

Farmers with N reference point in the 
bottom quartile should be able to 
fluctuate by 5 Kgs N upwards. Say you 
are 26 N reference, then up to 31 is still a 
very acceptable outcome. 

I _,,,,----t-------------1---,,.-,,---· --l-------,---
Policy3.11.5.4 Matters of Oppose Farmers with a very l1igh reference point 
control iv in the upper quartile shouldn't be given till 

l July 2026. I suggest l .July 2020. 

As described above large financial decisions 
made, and our farm is a developing farm. 

were 

A lot happened climate wise and payout wise in the 
years available to us for a N reference. Unlikely those 
years arc a true reflection of what is taking place in 
reality. 
Farms that have already made changes to their farmina 
practices over the last 10 years and are now handed 
out a low N reference point We have no idea if they 
now go over on a 5 year rolling average what will 
happen to the business. Why do farmers who have 
been practising best practise over the last 10 years 
need to be restricted more than people in the middle or 
even upper quartiles. 

We currently have all the tools i~1thc toolbox to make 
the decisions on farm to have a real impact on the N 
leaching on the high farms. Why punish the leaders in 
best practise in the industry by delaying decisions for 
the farmers not following best practise. I feel punished 
myself now for having dgnc the right thing~_, _____ _ 

,,,_, ___________ _,,,, _____ _.,._ _________________ _j_ ____ _ 
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